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Job Module:

YOU ARE A
It’s home 
invasion!   
It’s criminal when Dirt and Dust break into a home.     That’s when 
people call White Glove. Think of us as a detective agency, and 
you are a White Glove Dirt & Dust Detective.

Every time 
you dust 

and clean, you 
wear our de-
tective badge
and seek 
out dust 
and dirt 
in a compre-
hensive inves-
tigation that 
ends with the criminal culprits 
completely under arrest. In this 
section you will learn the tech-
niques to be a great dirt and 
dust White Glove detective.

It’s a crime to be held hostage to dust and dirt. A dirty house is a

   RIME SCENE
Following in the footsteps of Sherlock Holmes, your job is to thor-
oughly investigate where Mr. Dirt and Ms. Dust (the Bonnie and 
Clyde of grime) are hiding and put them under permanent arrest. 

G

Like Sherlock Holmes

Dust & Clean
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(1) You do not do vacuuming and mopping, which are done 
in later modules.

•	 In	 a	2-cleanologist	 team,	 the	dust-and-clean	module	 is	
done	by	the	“A”	cleanologist	after	finishing	the	kitchen.

(1) Carry: (a) moist m/f cloth, (b) dry m/f cloth, and (c) feather 
duster from kitchen cart.  GO OVER APPENDIX 1--”Basic 
Cleaning Method” at end of this section.

•	 Most cleaning can be done with moist m/f cloth.	For	other	
supplies,	you	will	have	to	go	to	the	kitchen	work	station,	or	
carry	the	kitchen	cart	caddy	with	you.

(2) Wear a waist pouch	 	 to	hang	feather	duster	and	to	keep	m/f	
cloths	and	other	supplies	you	may	want	easy	access	to.

Preparing for Your Investigation
a. In this module, you go from room to room
    to dust and clean.

b. Have easy access to the right tools.

YOU ARE A

(2) Strategy: Start with room farthest from where the team will depart, and work your 
way to the exit.

•	 Do	carpeted	room	first	so	they	will	be	ready	when	the	“B”	cleanologist	finishes	bath-
rooms	and	starts	vacuuming.

(3) Use your shirt pocket (or waist pouch) to put small trash 
until you get to a waste can.  Do	not	use	trash	cans	if	they	are	
empty.	Put	in	things	that	may	clog	the	vacuum	hose,	small	trash	
while	dusting,	etc.
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a. Start at the entrance and move in one direction.
(1)	Move	in	one	direction	from	the	entrance,	and	go	around	the	entire	room,	then	clean	in	the	center.		

b. Clean from top to bottom.
(1)	Dust	as	high	as	you	can	reach	using	no	more	than	a	mini-step	ladder	and	an	extendable	
duster.	

(2)	If	you	are	using	an	extendable	duster	for	the	ceiling	and	corners,	or	a	baseboard	broom	
for	baseboards,	you	may	want	to	do	all	ceiling	areas	and	corners,	and	all	baseboards	all	at	the	
same	time.

c. Keep track of what you have completed.
(1)	If	you	are	called	away	for	awhile,	be	sure	you	know	what	you	have	finished,	and	where	
you	will	continue	when	you	return.	

YOU ARE A

Stakeout The Room
Before starting your “interrogation”--the actual cleaning--”stake-

out” each room to come up with a strategy. Your approach 

must be include all the “suspects,” meaning those things you will be 

searching for evidence of dust and dirt.
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If something is clean, do I have to go through the motions and clean it 
anyway? The answer is YES, everything is cleaned at every service ac-

cording to the procedures.  There are only 2 exceptions: 

Do I clean everything every service?

As a professional White Glove cleanologist, you make the call as whether or not something 
needs to be cleaned--IF the procedures say “as needed.” Places that are used a lot likely will need 
cleaning, but places less used may not need cleaning. BE OBSERVANT, BE THOROUGH, BE RE-
SPONSIBLE!

Sometimes, the customer record will say to clean something on a “rotational ba-
sis,” which means something is cleaned every other service, or ever 2 or 3 ser-

vices. For example, in a house with shutters in nearly every room, we may clean one-third of 
the rooms each of three services. A schedule will be located in the customer record. Clean-
ing on a rotation must be arranged and approved by the operations manager. If you think 
something could be cleaned on a rotational basis, discuss this with your operations manager. 

Rotational Cleaning

“As Needed”

YOU ARE A

(1) if the customer record says otherwise, and
(2) if the procedures say “as needed.” Look for the words 
“as needed” in the procedures. This means YOU decide if it’s 
dirty enough to clean.

Interrogate The Suspects
Everything in a room is a “suspect” for hiding and 

possessing illegal dust and dirt. Dressers, shelves, 
tables, and all other furniture are suspects. Interrogate each suspect by doing 
“search and seizures.” This means when you find dust and dirt, put on the pres-
sure until they give up, and you’ve put them completely “under arrest.” 
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A	basic	qualification	for	professional	cleaning	is	“the	power	of	observation,”	which	means	you	have	the	
ability	to	not	just	look,	but	also	to	SEE.		Anyone	with	the	
sense	of	sight	can	look	at	things.	But	not	everyone	can	see	
things.	There is a difference between “to look” and 
“to see.”

At White Glove TO LOOK means TO SEE. 
Like a skilled detective, as a professional cleanologist, 

you poke our nose wherever dust and dirt may likely be hiding.  
Make a thorough effort so you don’t overlook something.

Do you look but don’t see?
There IS a difference!

•	 You can LOOK at something, but not SEE something. 	To	“look”	means	
to	glance	in	a	particular	direction.	To	“see”	means	you	actually	focus	on	
something.	

•	 It’s	like	when	someone	is	talking	to	you	and	you	are	not	concentrating.	You	
“hear”	them,	but	you	don’t	“listen”	to	them.

A professional cleanologist goes beyond just looking. A	professional	must	have	a	
strong	power	of	observation	to	go	beyond	just	looking	around	a	room	without	seeing	what	
needs	to	be	cleaned	and	dusted	to	actually	SEEING	dirt	and	dust.	

Suspect: Table
Arrested: Coffee Ring

Suspect: Counter
Arrested: Dried Jam Suspect: Stove

Arrested: Grease

Suspect: Glass End Table
Arrested: Dust
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Ceilings, Corners, Fans, and Lights1
High-Up Places

a. Check high-up places first thing when entering a room.
(1)	Always	look	for	cobwebs	and	high-up	dust;	use	the	extendable	duster	as	needed.	

(2)	Look	in	all	corners,	vents,	light	fixtures,	chandeliers,	and	elsewhere	on	ceil-
ings.	Cobwebs	can	hang	anywhere	from	ceiling,	and	even	on	walls.

(3)	If	needed,	use	extendable	duster	for	high-up	tops	of	drapes	and	windows,	too.	

(1)	Check	carefully	for	dust	accumulation	along
					edges	and	ends	of	blades.

(2)	Dust	top	of	fan	and	light	fixtures,	too.

(3)	Dust	lights	and	chain,	too,	as	needed.

b. IF YOU CAN REACH ceiling fans, dust with feather duster,  oth-
erwise use extendable duster. EVERY SERVICE dust ceiling 
fans and lights that you can reach with feather duster.

YOU ARE A

The Room Routine
Here are 19 major suspects that you interrogate as you go from room to room in 

the Dust & Clean Module. If you suspect they are hiding dirt or possessing dust, 
you do a “search and seizure” to put those culprits away for good. Here’s how.

aka Doing a “Search & Seizure” on Suspects

, The Basic Cleaning Method   Page 24Appendix A:  
How To Dust  Page 26Appendix B:  
How & When to Polish  Page 30Appendix C:  
Tips for Bedrooms  Page 31Appendix D:  
Dusting Under Furniture  Page 32Appendix E:  
Clutter & Messes  Page 33Appendix F:  

Appendixes at 
The End of 

This Section:
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(1)	Check	especially	area	at	the	height	of	the	door
						knob.
(2)				
(2)	If	there	are	children	and	pets,	look	carefully	at	
						the	lower	levels,	too.	(Remember	“Rule	of
						Thumb.”

 





Doors and Molding2
Doors & Walls

a. Check both sides of doors as needed.
(1)	Check	the	dirtiest	part	of	most	doors--the	knob	
						areas--and	elsewhere.

(2)				Check	for	dust	buildup	in	panel	recesses.

2)					Check	bottom	area	for	removable	marks,
								scuffs,	and	dirt.

2)					Look	at	door	edges.	Sometimes	they	get	very
								dirty,	but	clean	easily	making	big	difference.

b. Check door molding.








Molding means the door frame on top and sides.

Door Molding

Cleaning
Doors

c. Wipe dust chair molding every 
    service.

(1)	Using	moist	m/f	cloth,	wipe	entire	length	of
						chair	molding.
(2)				
(2)	Feather	dust	lower,	square	molding	and	wipe
					clean	if	you	see	any	removable	grunge.			









Chair molding is a decorative wooden rail around a wall 
that originally was meant to protect damaging the wall 
by backs of chairs.
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(1)	Clean	obvious	grunge	areas.

Baseboards3
Doors & Walls

a. Dust baseboards. Use base-
    board broom if dust is heavy.

b. Spot check for removable marks, 
     scuffs, and dirt.

Don’t be afraid to get 
on your knees. You’ll 
be surprised how 
much more you see 
when you’re “down 
there.”




 

(1)	Sweep	horizontally	to	get	deep	into	recesses.

(2)				Sweep	vertically	at	inward	corners;	hand	wipe	
									grunge	and	dirt	as	needed.




 
(1)	Outward	corners	may	be	scuffed;	wipe	clean	
						if	needed	(see									in	picture)
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d. Dust or clean wall vents as needed. 
2)			(1)	Use	feather	duster	to	dust	vertically	and	horizontally.

(2)	If	heavy	dust,	wipe	with	moist	m/f	or	cotton	cloth,	or	
use	canister	vacuum	brush	attachment.	

Walls & Light Switch Plates4
Doors & Walls

a. Check walls for obvious marks, smears, and other small
    dirty areas that can easily and quickly cleaned. 

(1)	Be	careful!	Make	sure	you	don’t	remove	paint.




Some wall paint comes off easily 
when wet with Cleaner, eraser, 

or even water!  Test carefully first 
before applying Cleaner. Frequent-
ly look at your cleaning cloth to 
make sure paint is not coming off!

b. Always look for cobwebs, dust,
    and pet hairs that can settle
    on walls. 
2)			(1)	If	extensive,	like	during	a	first	service,	use	ex
							tendable	duster	on	walls	as	well	as	ceilings.

c. Wipe light switch plates and 
    electrical outlets as needed. 
2)			(1)	Put	switches	back	in	original	positions.	Don’t
       turn on outside lights and leave them on.
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Framed Pictures & Other Wall Hangings5
Doors & Walls

a. Feather dust or wipe dust frames--especially tops. 
(1)	Large	framed	pictures	on	tables	should	be	wiped	with	moist	m/f	and	dried	as	needed.

(2)	If	difficult	to	reach,	feather	dust.

b. If framed with glass or plastic... 

c. Feather dust non-framed
    wall hangings. 
2)			(1)	If	you	can’t	reach,	look	for	cobwebs	

and	heavy	dust	and	carefully	use	extend-
able	duster	as needed.	

2)			(1)	Angle	view	and/or	feel	for	film	
and dust,	and	either	feather	dust	or	use	
G and glass m/f to	clean	as needed.

d. If lots of framed pictures... 
2)			(1)	Use	your	discretion	as	how	to	keep	large	

groups	of	pictures	clean.	Feather	dust	generally	
will	be	enough.	

(2)	If	glass	is	dirty,	you	may	want	to	clean	on	a	
rotation--clean	a	few	at	each	service.
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(3)	Look for dust on the ends. 	Dust	seems	to	
be	hard	to	get	on	the	right	and	left	ends	past	the	strings.

Venetian Blinds 6
Doors & Walls

a. Feather dust Venetian blinds EVERY SERVICE!  But...
Because some houses have little dust, and others have heavy dust, a cleanologist makes 
the decision as to how thoroughly they should be dusted. Your goal is to have dustless 
blinds. In some houses a light feather dusting on one side may be enough. In other houses, 
both sides may need thorough dusting. You make the call, but just be sure if the house is in-
spected after you leave, all blinds must obviously have been dusted!

(1)	Do not dust blinds that are pulled up.	Leave	blinds	
alone	that	are	pulled	all	the	way	up	or	partially	up.

b. Pull open blinds up to at least
    over the rail.  

(1)	Pull blinds out and feather dust 
around window	edges	looking	for	cobwebs,	
dead	insects,	and	grunge.

(2)	Use moist m/f cloth to	wipe	rail	and	sill 
(see drawing)	clean	of	all	debris,	dead	bugs,	and	
spider	droppings.	Also	wipe	lift	bar,	if	any.

c. Lower blinds to original position.  
(1)	If blinds were closed by homeowner 
leave blinds closed in the opposite posi-

(2)	Close open blinds to one side and dust, then re-
verse to the other side and dust that side. 	Dust	vigorously	vertically	(up	and	down).	




!
!

tion than they were when you started. This varies the sides facing up so dust does not settle on 
one side only. Also,	if	the	customer	notices	the	blinds	are	closed	to	a	different	side,	they	know	you	
have	moved	them	to	clean.		

d. Feather dust the tops of drapes/curtains, both front and back    
where dust and cobwebs settle.    
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A single-panel shutter will open from 
both sides (see left). A multi-panel 
shutters open from the middle or 
like an accordion (see right).

e. Feather dust mini blinds.  
(1)	Mini blinds break and fall down easily.	Therefore	we	only	featherdust	them	in	the	
position	that	they	are.	Use	your	own	judgment	whether	or	not	to	raise	them	and	clean	win-
downeath.	

Shutters 7
Doors & Walls

a. Feather dust shutters.  
 (1)	Feather dust the shutters facing front.	Open	them	slightly	so	the	entire	surface	
can	be	dusted	starting	at	the	top	and	moving	downward.

(2)	Snap open the shutter frames, and dust the other side, too.	

(3)	Feather dust around the entire window frame	making	sure	to	remove	all	cob-
webs,	dead	insects,	and	grunge.

(4)	While dusting, always look at the frame and wipe clean as needed.	

b. While dusting, look for dirt, fingerprints, and other grunge, 
and wipe clean with moist microfiber cloth.

c. Leave shutters in the same position as the homeowner left 
them, but all shutters in a room should be put in the same angle to make a neat 
appearance.
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Upholstered Couches, Etc. 8
a. Check upholstery for dust, grunge, and pet hairs.

 (1)	Remove crumbs and grunge from seams and cup hold-
ers using	moist m/f cloth or canister vacuum crevice attachment. 
See	pointing	finger	in	picture	to	right.

(2)	If pet hair present wipe	with	moist m/f cloth	going	in	one	direc-
tion	(like	petting	a	dog),	and	get	between	cushions.	If	lots	of	hairs,	use	
canister vacuum upholstery attachment.

Furniture

including sectionals, recliners, and easy chairs

F

clean stains

(3)	Try removing stains and grunge with	
moist m/f cloth	which	often	can	easily	remove	
light	stains.

clean seams

(1)	Fold blankets and	arrange	neatly.
b. Fluff and straighten cushions and pillows.

Cushions	 and	 accent	 pillows,	 should	 be	 straightened,	 aligned,	 fluffed,	 and	 blankets	 folded.	Magazines,	
books,	and	other	items	should	also	be	arranged	neatly.	This	greatly	contributes	to	the	overall	appearance.

 



If	needed,	fluff	cushions	of	sectional	couches.		Arrange	
uniformly so tops are in straight line. 
    Bring any reclined furniture to original position.

Before

After

					Fluff	couch	pillows	and	arrange	neatly.	Flip	cushion	
occasionally as needed.

3. Fold blankets and place neatly over back of couch.
4.	Tidy	up	magazines,	etc.	and	arrange	neatly	on	coffee	

table. 
				Pick	up	anything	on	the	floor	and	put	in	proper	place.
.
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Leather Furniture 9
Furniture

b. Look for dried food and other grunge,
    and wipe clean.

 a. Wipe dust leather--ESPECIALLY 
DARK LEATHER (or feather dust as 
needed) using moist m/f cloth looking 
in these places:

Clean leather furniture like you would upholstered 
sofas and chairs BUT leather has some special 

considerations:

Where dust hides.

(1)	top	of	back	and	top	of	cushions

(2)	sides	and	back

(3)	in	seams

c. Raise leg rests to dust under large sectionals on hard floors.
(1)	Feather	dust	or	use	extendable	dust-
er	if	canister	vacuum	nozzle	cannot	get	
under.

What’s a 
sectional?
Unlike a conventional sofa, sectionals are composed of multiple independent pieces that may be 

arranged in a number of different positions.

Many recline with leg 
rests that rise in front.
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Entertainment Centers & TVs 10
Furniture

a. Feather dust TV, components,
    and shelves.

(1) Get in back of shelves and compo-
nents.

(2)	Brush out dust and grunge on 
floor and wires	as	much	as	you	can	for	
later	vacuuming.

b. Use moist m/f cloth to wipe 
    clean TV.

(1)	Angle view screen	for	fingerprints,	

With all the components, black glass, and plastic,  dust piles up and is easily visible. 
Cleaning is very important here.

smears,	and	grunge.	If	dirty,	spray	with	G	and	wipe	with	m/f glass cloth.	Do	not	let	liquid	
seep	around	edges.	Keep	wiping	as	you	angle	view	until	spotlessly	clean.

(2)	Black plastic of TV frames, stands, and all components show dust easily. 
They should be wipe dusted, not just feather dusted. Check these	for	finger-
prints	and	needed	cleaning.	Use	moist m/f cloth	to	clean,	and	dry m/f cloth	to	polish	to	a	
shine.

c. Wipe clean all glass shelves.
(1)	Use moist m/f regular or glass cloth to clean, and dry m/f cloth to polish 
glass if needed. Start	at	top	and	move	to	bottom	shelf.		

(2)	Wipe dust under components, by lifting (if easily done).  

frame

stand

  components
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Lamps & Shades 11
Furniture

a. Wipe dust smooth lamp shades with moist m/f cloth.
(1) Wipe in one direction from top down. 
Work	your	way	around	the	shade	as	you	get	
dust	and	pet	hairs.	

(2)	Seam must be in back when	you	finish.	

b. Wipe dust lamps as needed. 

Shades that are not smooth 
cannot be wiped. These should 
be feather dusted.
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End Tables, Dressers, Etc.12
Furniture

a. Wipe dust all furniture with large surface areas 
    as needed.

Living Room End Table

Coffee Table

Bedroom Night Stand

Bedroom Dresser

Hutch or Buffet

(1) Use moist m/f cloth and	lift	items	to	get	under	doilies,	etc.

(2)	Don’t forget bottom shelves such	as	living	room	end	table	and	coffee	table	(see	
above	pictures).

(2)	Only feather dust if surface is clean and absolutely no visible dust.	

b. Polish (with Endust) a wood surface IF: (1) the customer 
    record says to polish it, or (2) you think it would make big 
    difference in the appearance.

(1)	It is the cleanologist’s call whether	or	not	to	polish	unless required in the 
customer record.

c. Feather dust furniture sides--especially if dark furniture. 
(1)	Dust drawers and handles, and other flat surfaces, especially decorative 
furniture (see picture below). 

Look where dust can build 
up on front and sides:
•	 drawer tops
•	 handles
•	 molding
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Mirrors & Glass Tables, Etc.13
Furniture

A china cabinet such as 
this one should not be 
opened to clean inside 

because of possible 
breakage. 

Please do not touch.

a. Angle view all mirrors and glass furniture, and polish as needed.
(1) NO spots or streaks should	be	seen,	especial-
ly	around	edges.

(2)	Don’t forget to check mirror frames 
and glass table edges and legs.

(3)	Move couches and other
furniture to access mirrors and/or	use
small	ladder	to	reach	if	necessary.	Just because
something is difficult to reach is not a reason
to skip cleaning it.

b. If dirty or dusty polish glass-top tables.
(1) Do not just feather dust! All	flat	glass	should	
be	polished	either	with	moist m/f cloth	and	dry m/f 
cloth	(for	small	areas)	OR	G and glass m/f cloth	(for	
large	areas,	such	as	glass	dining	room	tables).

(2) Look underneath for	fingerprints	and	grunge,	
and	reach	under	to	wipe.

c. Polish glass in furniture doors IF...
(1) glass is dirty and	you	want	to	do	it	as	a	courtesy	
for	the	customer.	Opening	furniture	doors	and	clean-
ing	glass	is	not	part	of	our	basic	cleaning.

(2) breakable items are not inside (Please	do	not	
open	any	cabinet	doors	if	fragile	and	valuable	items	
are	inside;	we	don’t	want	to	take	a	chance.)

(2) customer requests it. If	requested	by	a	cus-
tomer,	it	should	be	in	the	customer	record.
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Shelves14
Furniture

a. Feather dust or wipe dust all
    shelves. 

(1) Use moist m/f cloth if dust is visibile, 
which	will	pick	up	more	dust	and	also	clean	grunge.

(2)	Dust tops of books with	feather	duster.

(2)	Pick things up to dust and get 
     underneath if	not	too	many	items.

b. If customer has cleared shelves...
(1)	this means shelves are to be thor-
oughly cleaned: bottom, top, and sides,	
and	maybe	polished,	too.

c. If shelves have lots of items just
    lightly feather dust, otherwise
    move things to thoroughly dust. 

(1)	Move a few things in front to	make	it	eas-
ier	to	dust	things	in	back.

(1)	Look for grunge though	you	are	feather	
dusting,	wipe	grunge	with	moist m/f cloth.

d. If shelves are too high to reach,
    dust occasionally using
    small ladder or extendable duster. 

Just feather dust full and busy shelves 
like these. Pick up items in front for 
easier access to items in back. 
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Tables: Dining Room & Kitchen15 Furniture

a. Pull chairs from out from under table, and dust each one. 

(1) Look, too, for grunge to	wipe	
clean.

(2)	Don’t forget horizontal leg 
supports and	other	flat	surfaces--es-
pecially	dark-colored	chairs

b. Wipe clean table top.
(1) Use moist m/f cloth	OR	C and 
cotton cloth depending	on	how	dirty.

(2)	Move things including	table	run-
ners,	candles,	etc.	to	clean	underneath;	
don’t just wipe around them!

b. Dust or wipe clean pedestal, or legs as needed.
(1) Feather dust under pedestal (if	on	hard	floor)	to	brush	out	crumbs	and	other	debris	
for	later	vacuuming.

(3)	Polish shiny	tabletops	each	service,	especially	dining	room	tables.

c. After mopping or vacuuming, replace placemats,	other	items,	and	chairs	in	a	
neat	and	balanced arrangement,	see	below.

Placemats spaced evenly 
and neatly.

Leave chairs out.  They are not plced back under the table until vacuuming or mopping is finished.
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Under Furniture on Hard Floors16 Furniture

The most consistent customer complaint is hard floors are not clean under furniture! 

a. Use feather duster to sweep out grunge from under small furniture. 
(1) If the canister vacuum nozzle will not fit sweep	debris	out	from	under	and	in 
tight places.	Sweep	out	to	the	open	floor	where	it	will	be	vacuumed	later.

(2)	Sweep with the feather duster in the direction of the open floor.  Do	not	send	
litter,	dust	bunnies,	and	other	debris	under	other	nearby	furniture.

Feather dust under furniture on hard floor only if the canister vacuum noz-
zle will not easily get to those placed during the Pre-Vacuuming module.

b. For large furniture use extendable duster if needed for under 
    sectionals, beds, etc. if feather duster cannot reach.  

IF YOU CAN REACH, easily feather dust 
under and behind these:

Hard-Floor Dusting Small Furniture:

Hard-Floor Dusting Large Furniture:

(1) Use extendable duster OR canister vac-
uum (when pre-vaccuming) to get under 
large furniture such	as	sofas,	sectionals,	and	
other	places	you	can’t	reach	with	a	feather	duster.

Also see Appendix E, page 32:

Dusting Under Furniture        in Hard-Floor Rooms
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Stairs, Banisters, & Spokes17 Other Places

a. By hand using C, wipe clean and dry uncarpeted stairs as needed.

(1)	If not hand wiping, then feather dust and	look	for	scuffs	and	grunge	to	wipe	clean.

(2)	Feather dust between spokes brushing	inward	toward	the	stairs,	not	outward	onto	
furniture	below.

If steps are carpeted in 
center, wipe sides.

Check vertical part for 
scuffs and grunge to 

wipe clean

b. Wipe clean banisters using moist m/f cloth.

c. Check spokes for fingerprints, dirt, and grunge.

Pet Areas18 Other Places

a.Clean pet water and food bowls as needed. 

(1)	Fill water bowl with fresh water after cleaning.

(2)	Wipe clean or shake placemat under bowls. 

(3)	Place everything back in original place.

When To Leave a Pet Mess Notice
If you find pet urine, poop, or vomit, leave a pet 
mess notice (found in team leader binder). This 
informs homeowners of situations they may want 
to know in the event the pet has a medical con-
dition or a food/medicine reaction. On the back, 
write where you found the mess, and leave notice 
with the payment envelope.
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Breakable Decor

Artificial & Real Plants

What to Do with Dead Leaves
If you come across dead leaves or other parts that have dropped to the floor, please pick them up 
and put them in the pot for compost, or throw in trash. Please do not vacuum leaves because 

they easily clog the hose.  

Miscellaneous19 Other Places

a. Fragile accent pieces should be feather or wipe dusted, 
but large pieces should lifted at your own risk.

• Pottery or glass vases
• Ceramic or glass figurines

b. Lightly feather dust artificial trees and arrangements carefully.
(1)	Thorough dusting is not required because	it	would	take	a	great	deal	of	
time.	Just	quickly	dust	here	and	there	to	keep	dust	from	thickly	settling,	and	look	
for	cobwebs.
(2)	Use feather ends and move slowly so	
you	don’t	break	plants	or	leaves.

(3)	Start at top moving	down.	
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For Use In All Job Modules

•	any	smooth	surface
•	drying	 after	 us ing	
moist	m/f	 to	prevent	
streaks,	especially	on	
shiny	surfaces

•	shining	 stone	 counter-
tops,	faucet	fixtures,	por-
celain,stovetops,	etc.	af-
ter using cleaning agents

Dirty Surfaces: Moist	microfiber	lifts	off	dirt,	fingerprints,	
smears, and other gunk better than anything else, and a 
chemical cleaner is generally not required unless the sur-
face is really dirty. 

Get cloth wet then 
wring as much water 
out as you can. Cloth 
should only be moist.

•	painted	surfaces
•	wood	or	laminates
•	small	glass	surfaces
•	lamp	shades
•	knick-nacks
•	stainless	steel
•	chrome
•	upholstered	 furniture	
w/light	stains/pet	hair

For	general	effective	and	safe	cleaning	and	
wipe	dusting,	use	moist	and	dry	microfiber	
cloths with no chemical cleaning agent.

The BCM is 3 “ways” you consider when wipe cleaning something.	 It	may	be	a	
surface	such	as	fingerprints	on	a	door	around	the	door	knob,	a	table	top,	marks	

on	a	wall,	or	whatever.	There	are	3	levels	or	“degrees.”	Simply	put,	it’s	3	basic	ways	
of	tackling	a	cleaning	job	by	considering	the	first	way	to	start	with,	then	the	second	
way	if	the	first	doesn’t	do	the	trick.	Then	if	the	second	way	doesn’t	work,	then	it’s	the	
third	way.	But always consider each way in order.	Here’s	the

Dusty Surfaces.	Microfiber	attracts	
and holds dust better than any 
other cloth. Use a dry cloth for 
light dust, and a moist cloth if the 
surface also needs cleaning. Dry 
the surface with the dry cloth to 
prevent leaving streaks and to give 
it a clean appearance or shine.

Moist is best for... Dry is best for...

The first consideration is 
using just microfiber cloths.

m/f = microfiber

3 Levels of the Basic Cleaning Method:

The Basic Cleaning Method
3 Levels to Perfect Dusting & CleaningA

APPENDIX
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If a surface is especially dirty and too tough to clean 
with	microfiber	in	a	timely	way,	use	all-purpose	clean-
er (C) or Windex (G) with either m/f or cotton cloths. 

Cotton Cleaning 
ClothsAll-Purpose 

Cleaner

Use	microfiber	cloths if heavily soiled surface will NOT stain the cloth. 

Use cotton cleaning cloths for very dirty surfaces such as dirty baseboards, 
soiled	grout,	grunge	on	floors,	rug	stains,	etc.	that	may	stain	or	destroy	the	
cloth. (If really bad, use paper towels, such as debris in tracks of sliding 
doors, pet waste, spills, etc.) 

Q:  Isn’t cleaning with an all-purpose cleaner better than just a wet microfi-
ber cloth in that you kill germs, too? 

A:  No. An all-purpose cleaner is just that:  a cleaner, not a disinfectant.

The only advantage of cleaning with a cleaner over just a moist m/f cloth is that 
chemicals break down some strong grunge easier to remove. That’s why we say 

use C (all-purpose cleaner) if the surface is too dirty, and the moist m/f cloth needs some help. 
There is no other advantage. No, bacteria is NOT killed and surfaces are not sanitized nor 
disinfected with cleaners. Even anti-bacterial cleaners, sanitizers, and disinfectants do not kill 
microorganisms unless they sit for up to 10 minutes or, preferably, air dry!  

If (C) or (G) won’t clean “fastidiously thoroughly,” use a tool or a cleaning 
agent stronger than our all-purpose cleaner that we carry. 
Tools we carry to help clean include wire and bristle brushes, 
razor scraper, baseboard broom, and putty knife.

Stronger cleaning agents include mag-
ic eraser,  CLR, and Goo Gone.

Check with your team leader who may carry other tools and special 
cleaning agents.

Tip When Using “C”: If 
you spray C (our all-pur-
pose cleaner) and let it sit 
for 30 seconds or more, it 
digs in and it is remarkably 
easier to remove grunge.

If m/f cloths don’t do the job well, then the sec-
ond consideration is using a chemical boost.

If more help is needed, consid-
er tools and stronger cleaning 
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 Kinds of 
Dusty Surfaces

How to Dust
White Glove’s “Death-to-Dust” Dusting Procedure

There are 2 Kinds of Dusting:

Feather Dusting
This means using a feather duster. 
Feather dusting just puts dust in the air to resettle 
elsewhere. 

Wipe Dusting

 
This is best because dust sticks to the cloth until it is 
rinsed or washed. Dust does not go into the air. Wipe 
dusting should be done anytime dust can be seen.

When do you wipe dust?
When do you feather dust?

3
You may not see dust, but it’s there though not much. Dust is 
around us all the time, so if you angle view, you may see dust.

Not Visible

You can see dust. You don’t need to angle view, you can see if  
you have good lighting.

Visible

Heavy dust means you can write in it with 
your finger. Heavy dust should never be 
seen in a house that we clean regularly. 
If you do see heavy dust, someone is not 
doing this/her job.

Heavy

Whether you wipe dust or feather dust depends on how much dust is on the surface 
you are cleaning:  

This means using microfiber (m/f) cloths, 
both moist and dry. 

B
APPENDIX
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Wipe dust if...
• dust is visible

If you see dust, “wipe dust, not feather”.  Use moist microfiber cloth 
and dry if cloth leaves moisture streaks.
Rinse your cloth frequently. Under running water, rinse the moist m/f cloth 
frequently and squeeze hard to remove excess water.

• flat surfaces where there could 
be grunge, even if no dust
If there could be coffee rings, fingerprints, smears, etc., besides dust. 

Even if procedures say “its your call” or “as needed,” it’s a good, 
professional cleanologist will wipe dust rather than feather dust even if 
dust is not visible.
There may be other grunge, so wipe dusting is recommended with moist 
m/f cloth. Here are examples of what should always be wipe 

Living Room
End tables
Lamp shades, if smooth
Coffee tables
Entertainment centers
Leather furniture
Dining Room
Dining Table

Hutch/Buffet
Home Office
TV and monitor plastic stands
Bedroom
Night stands (bedside tables)
Dresser tops
plus
All Flat Glass

Where you 
wipe
dust.

Don’t second guess 
Mr. Grunge.  Even if 

you don’t see dust, sneaky 

grunge may be hiding. 

Wipe dust most flat sur-

faces is best just in case 

there is grunge that may 

not be easily seen. 

Dining Room Table Generally	should	be	pol-
ished	each	service	if	shine	has	diminished	or	is	
dirty.	If	dirty,	wipe	clean	first,	the	polish.	

If	sitting	on	a	rug,	pull	chairs	out,	get	upright	
vacuum	and	vacuum	rug.	Then	put	chairs	back	
on	clean	rug.	

Hutch	or	Buffet.	
Feather	dust	with	lots	
of	items	on	it,	or	lift	
items	and	wipe	dust	
You	make	the	call,	but	
make	sure	it	is	dusted	
well.

Bedroom Dresser. This	dress	has	only	a	few	
things	on	top.	Because	it	is	black,	especially	
dark	furniture	must	be	wipe	dusted	even	if	
dust	is	not	visible.
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Feather Dust if...
• dust is not visible

EXCEPT FOR FLAT-SURFACE EXCEPTIONS (see above).

Look to see. Don’t just glance. Maximize light. 
Always dust even if you don’t see dust. Go through the motions even if 
you don’t see dust, and your customer will never complain.

• high places
Or use the extendable duster. The extendable duster is used for high plac-
Places you can’t reach. Also consider using the extendable duster. Here 
are examples of places that cannot be reached:

A  Ceiling fans and attached lights

B  Chains and light fixtures hanging from ceiling

C  Refrigerator tops

D  Tops of drapes and curtains, behind valences

E  Bookshelves high up

A B E
DC

• small or tight places
Places not practical to hand wipe. Here are examples of places too 
small or narrow:

Under furniture on hard floors where vacuum nozzle cannot reach

Tops of books on shelves

Shelves full of knickknacks, esp. if fragile, too many to move each

Dresser tops, counters full of things (perfume bottles, gray of 
coins, stacks of papers, etc. too many to move each

Between furniture and wall

Between washer and dryer

Around window (under blinds)

Venetian and mini blinds

Floor between stair banister spokes (but spokes can be wiped)

Where you 
feather 

dust.
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• ornamental furnishings
Places too fancy to wipe. Here are examples of places too fancy 
to be wipe:

A  Fancy lamp shades (not smooth and easily wiped)

B  Fancy frames on pictures or mirrors

C  Decorative furniture

D  Artificial trees and plants (you can’t wipe every leaf!)

E  Wrought iron

accordion/pleated

Ordinarily	
furniture	
sides	gener-
ally	are	not	
dusted,	dust	
settles	in	
decorative	
nooks	and	
crannies.

A

ornate
frame	can	
only	be	
feather	
dusted

B
E

DC
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The Polishing Policy:  

One	of	the	BIG	difference	between	lazy	amateurs	and	alert	and	skillful	pro-
fessionals	is	that	amateurs	polish	dried	food,	fingerprints,	and	other	grunge	

rubbing	the	greasy	mess	into	a	dull	shine!		First and always, make sure a surface 
is clean before polishing.	

Clean Surface First, Then Polish

Don’t just wipe, polish!  
Amateurs	also	simply	spread	out	the	polish	and	wipe	it	around	thinking	they’re	finished.	What	
is	left	may	be	a	shine,	but	it	isn’t	a	sparkling,	brilliant	shine,	which	comes	about	only		by	“pol-

•	 Use a cotton cloth.	Don’t	use	microfiber	to	polish.

•	 Fold cloth so	you	can	unfold	it	and	use	a	clean	
surface	several	times.

•	 Spray small amount of	Endust	(or	G	if	polishing	
glass)	from	a	distance	of	at	least10	inches.	Don’t	
overs	pray.

•	 Polish in circular motions	covering	the	entire	
surface.	Refold cloth	and	go	over	the	surface	until	

What To Endust Polish 
White Glove always polishes shiny dining room tables.	Other	shiny	surfaces	should	be	pol-
ished	if it would make a nice, attractive difference, and if it wouldn’t take much extra time.	
Remember,	polishing	surfaces	that	would	attract	the	attention	of	the	client	is	a	good	way	of	
exceeding	expectations.

Things	that	have	shiny	surfaces	may	be	coffee	and	end	tables,	bedroom	furniture,	entertainment	
centers,	etc.	

How & When to PolishC
APPENDIX

Making Shiny Surfaces Sparkle with Endust

ishing,”	not	just	“wiping.”	If	surface	is	hurriedly	wiped	and	finished	without	all	liquid	dried,	
streaks happen. Keep wiping until it sparkles!
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Do  mirrors need polishing?
Wipe or feather dust 

large flat dresser 
surfaces.

And small flat 
surfaces, too

Vigorously feather 
dust flat surfaces 
on front and sides 
of furniture where 
dust can build up.

Dust visible baseboards 
occasionally to keep dust 

from building up.

Move curtains to look 
for needed dusting, es-
pecially rail and sill.

Cobwebs on 
ceiling?

Don’t forget to feath-
er dust ironwork such 

as this headboard.

Dust at least the 
edges of the top 
as far as you can 
reach with feather 

duster.

Reach in to get 
as fare back as 

you can with 
feather duster.

On hard floors get under fur-
niture with feather duster or 

extendable duster to push out 
debris for later vacuuming.

Wipe screen with 
glass microfiber 
cloth if needed. 

While	following	the	Dust	&	Clean	checklist	and	moving	in	one	direction,	here	are	some	tips	
for	dusting	and	cleaning	bedrooms	(as	well	as	other	rooms,	too).	A	cleanologist	must	be	vig-

ilant	to	what	could	possibly	need	cleaning,	and	do	the	cleaning	if	necessary.	It	is	the	cleanologist	
who	makes	the	decision	as	to	whether	or	not	cleaning	is	required.	Don’t clean something if it’s 
already clean,	but	be	sure	all	possibilities	are	at	least	checked.	

D
APPENDIX

Tips for Bedrooms
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Dusting	in	rooms	with	hard	floors	requires	extra	attention	under, behind, and around	
furniture	where the canister vacuum nozzle cannot reach.	In	these	hidden	and	tight	

places	all	kinds	of	grunge	accumulates	 in	 the	form	of	dust- and pet-hair bunnies, dead 
bugs, etc.	Feather	dust	under	furniture	and	in	narrow	places	with	the	goal	of	sweeping	grun-
ge	out	on	to	the	floor	where	it	can	be	vacuumed	during	the	pre-vacuuming	module.	

Most Important Places.		Hard	floor	dust-
ing	 is	 especially	 important	 under	 large	
furniture	such	as	beds,	dressers,	couches,	
sectionals,	easy	chairs,	and	recliners.	

Why is it important to clean un-
der and behind? 
1. bits of food attract bugs and  

other vermin; 

clean where we can’t see...
especially in kitchens?

2. dried pet feces,  urine, and vomit 
may smell and attract bugs; 

3. to minimize dust for those with allergies and asthma;
4. dust bunnies and debris may become ex-

posed (moving furnishings, vacuuming, 
wind, etc.) creating uncleanliness that is 
NOT fastidiously thorough cleaning.

Hard	 floor	 dusting	 is	 also	 required	 in	
rooms	with	large	rugs	bordered	with	hard	
floors.	The	 goal	 here	 is	 to	 sweep	 debris	
onto	the	carpet	for	later	vacuuming.	

Dust bunnies are hid-

ing under furniture. 

Search and destroy!

Review
Feather dust debris 

from under these 
plant stands onto 
the rug or floor.

It looks as if it 
would be easy to 

vacuum under this 
sectional with the 
canister vacuum. 
Otherwise use the 
extendable duster.

Feather dust debris out onto the floor for 
later pre-vacuuming.

Feather dust 
under these chairs 

or move when 
pre-vacuuming.

E
APPENDIX

Dusting Under Furniture        in Hard-Floor Rooms
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A White Glove cleanologist’s job is to create an organized presentation out of disorganized clut-
ter, but there’s a line between creating neatness and adversely affecting the customer’s preferences and 
property. In	other	words,	do	what	you	can	to	straighten	up,	but	use	good	judgment	in	respecting	what	
the	customer	may	want.	Ask	yourself,	“Does	the	customer	what	it	this	way	for	a	purpose,	or	should	I	
tidy	things	up?”		And	never	throw	something	away	unless	you	know	it	is	trash.	An	empty	envelope	on	
a	desk,	an	out-of-date	appointment	card,	or	yesterday’s	newspaper	may	be	wanted	for	some	reason	and	
should	not	be	thrown	in	the	trash.	But,	a	candy	bar	wrapper,	a	wadded	up	sack,	and	a	rotting	piece	of	food	
obviously	need	to	be	tossed.	

Desk or 
Project Table

Generally we know where everything is on a messy desk. 
Straighten things up if you want but without moving things out 
of place: lining up pens, straightening a stack of papers or mag-
azines, but without getting them out of order. 

Kitchen 
Counter

Child’s or 
Pet Toys on 
Floor

Clothing on 
floor

What’s The Difference?

Clutter and messes are not the same. Clutter	means	a	lot	
of	stuff.	You	can	have	a	lot	of	stuff	and	a	room	will	

look	neat	if	the	stuff	is	organized.	But	if	it’s	disorganized	
it’s	 a	mess.	 For	 example,	 by	 nearly	 lining	 up	 scattered	
books	on	a	shelf	you’ve	turned	a	mess	into	neatness	while	
making	a	big	difference	the	room’s	presentation.

Organize The Disorganized...But 

What To Do And Where

Bathroom 
Counter

You don’t have to be as cautious as a desk, so 
stack papers of same size, line things up, etc.

Put anything on the floor up and out of the way 
for vacuuming. Place items where they belong (toy 
box, game shelf, etc. or if too many toys, just place 
them on a bed, shelves, or desk. Big toys should 
can be lined neatly out of the way; do not leave 
scattered.

Place neatly on a bed or carefully draped over the back of a chair. Organize shoes  in a 
row by the pair out of the way

Put things in their place if you know where they go. Line up containers according to kind 
(shampoos, lotions, etc.) with labels facing front (larger in back, smaller in front). Don’t 
put meds in medicine cabinet; customer may want them out for a reason.

Yes, neatness counts!

F
APPENDIX

Clutter & Messes
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“I think this would look better it were over there.”

The job of a cleaning company, and its cleanologists, is to clean. 
We’re not hired to give our opinions as to a customer’s taste, 

home decor, furniture arrangement, functionality of the house, or 
anything else. Regardless of what feelings you may have about a 
customer’s house, furnishings, or those who live there, we are there 

for only one reason--to act and clean professionally. If you say anything regarding the 

Place ottoman in 
front of easy chair; 

fluff pillow.

Get lamp under 
the shade, too.

Cobwebs?

Check dark leather for 
needed dusting and 
look for marks that 
can be wiped off.

Move curtains to look 
for needed dusting, es-
pecially rail and sill.

Pick up and place 
toys in box.

Arrange items 
neatly.

Feather dust things 
on shelves lightly 

or strongly depend-
ing  what you are 

dusting.

Vigorously feather 
dust flat surfaces 
on front and sides 

of furniture.

Fluff pillow.

Feather dust 
behind, too.

Wipe screen with 
moist microfiber 
cloth if you see 

fingerprints. 

Crumbs and pet hair in 
seams? Wipe out with 

moist microfiber.

Remove items 
on glass end 

table to polish 
with G. 

Looks shiny. If smears  
on surface, Endust 

polishing would make 
a renewed, fresh 

appearance.
Every few months, as a 
courtesy, please lift and 
vacuum under cushions 
especially with shedding 

pets present.

Dust visible base-
boards occasional-
ly to keep dust from 

building up.

One More Thing...

How “Fastidiously Thorough” Will You Be?

premises you are cleaning, make sure it is positive! As it is said, “If people want a person’s opinion, they’ll 
ask for.”  Please be thoughtful, courteous, positive, and respectful. Always.

Look at this living room and see if you would do the tasks as a White Glove cleanologist. 
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Next Module For “A” Cleanologist  
2-Person Team: 

Pre-Vacuuming Module

3-Person Team: 
Check with Team Leader


